
Coaching Guidelines 
with ____________ 

Thank you for saying YES to growing your doTERRA business and trusting me as your coach/
guide/accountability and strategy partner. I am excited to work with and support you in reaching 
your goals and dreams with doTERRA. 

As your coach I am committed to giving you expertise, guidance, support, feedback, 
instruction, motivation, success & mindset tools, resources and accountability. 
My focus and engagement will be 100% on you when we are speaking. I will be on time and 
prepared, honest, compassionate and treat everyone as a unique individual.  
This might be a new relationship, or we may be long standing friends and/or family- In either 
respect, this 30 minutes is our time for doTERRA business conversation. We agree that if we 
desire to talk about wider topics that we will schedule another call.

You agree to be 100% committed though out our mentoring time together - focused and 
limiting your distractions on our calls so you can get the most out of our time together. You are 
100% committed to reaching your goals, you are willing to get uncomfortable and are willing to 
do the work to reach your success.  You will be honest, respectful, and hold the best intentions 
at all times. You are committed to completing your weekly action steps. 
This might be a new relationship, or we may be long standing friends and/or family- In either 
respect, this 30 minutes is our time for doTERRA business conversation. We agree that if we 
desire to talk about wider topics that we will schedule another call.

~To best support your success please read and agree to the terms below,
 and fill out the included questionnaire so I know how to serve you best~

Weekly Action Steps 
The Wellness Advocate agrees to complete the weekly action steps and to be prepared for the 
meetings. Preparation includes sending in STATS the evening Before the day of the call.
The client will contact the coach if they are feeling stuck or are experiencing difficulty in 
completing the weekly action steps. Text is the best way to contact. 

30 minute weekly Call Procedure
The Wellness Advocate (team member) will call the coach at the prearranged time and 
telephone number as scheduled. If for some reason the coach does not answer, the coach will 
call the client back shortly. 
STATS (a Brief outline of your weeks activities) are to be emailed or texted (per agreement) the 
evening before the day of the call. (STATS will not be expected until mentor has fully explained 
and gone thru them with you).

Cancellation & Rescheduling
Cancellations or rescheduling a call, by either party should be made 24 hours in advance. If 
something urgent arises, you can reschedule with less than 24 hours’ notice. The Coach will 
make reasonable efforts to reschedule sessions that are cancelled in a timely manner. If the 
Client does not show up for a scheduled call, for any reason and provides no notice, the Client 



will not be able to reschedule that session. If the client does not show up for 3 sessions the 
coaching sessions will be terminated. 

Your Weekly Call time is: _____________________

Coach phone #: ____________________________

Coach email : ______________________________

Weekly STATS to send in to Coach ~

- A photo pic of current Fast Track Planner (the pages that WA is currently working with) 
- A win 
- A challenge/struggle
- Action step for next week
{ These can be a word, like an outline; or can be a write up- whatever is the most helpful 
process for the WA }
-  “Numbers” will be added as WA advances
 


